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The structure of homeotropic smectic C (SmC ) alignment within

liquid crystal cells

N. UL ISLAM and S. J. ELSTON*
Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road,

Oxford OX1 3PJ, UK

(Received 24 August 1998; in ® nal form 17 December 1998; accepted 18 December 1998 )

A commercially important ferroelectric liquid crystal, SCE13, is characterized in terms of the
parameters of Landau± de Gennes mean ® eld theory and elastic continuum theory. A simple
model for the alignment of smectic C (SmC) liquid crystals in cells whose surfaces are treated
to cause homeotropic alignment is presented. The expected temperature dependence of
the director alignment structures is discussed. Data obtained using half-leaky guided mode
techniques are presented in support of this model.

1. Introduction In recent years, the key optical technique used to
probe both this and other alignments has been the half-Considerable e� ort has been expended in recent years

on the development of continuum theories for smectic C leaky guided mode (HLGM) technique, pioneered and
developed by Sambles and co-workers [3, 4]. This tech-(SmC) and chiral smectic C (SmC*) ferroelectric liquid

crystals (FLCs). This research has been partly motivated nique, and others [5± 8], have been used to extract a
variety of ratios of continuum theory coe� cients, andby scienti® c interest, but also by the considerable

potential for exploitation of FLCs in display devices to study the behaviour of the structure that forms near
the phase transition.[1, 2]. However, there are still hurdles to be overcome

if they are to succeed nematic liquid crystals as the display In this paper, we present a continuum theory based
model of a homeotropic liquid crystal cell in the SmCtechnology of choice. In particular, research has focused

on the alignment structures that form within these devices. phase, use it to determine some of the ratios of these
coe� cients and study the temperature evolution of theThese are obviously crucial to the optical properties of any

display device, and indeed, the multiplexing operating cell surface boundary layers, zbl . These boundary layers
are regions of localized director realignment near thewindow depends critically on the alignment structures

present. Thus it is crucial for the successful design of surfaces of conventional smectic liquid crystal cells,
brought about by the (poorly understood) interactiondisplay devices with controllable characteristics, and for

the reliable production of commercially viable displays, at the liquid crystal± cell surface interface.
that an understanding of the physical processes involved

2. Theoretical background and modelbe obtained and the equilibrium structures be modelled.
The theoretical approaches to modelling smectic liquidThe director structure most commonly studied has been

crystals fall into three distinct categories:for homogeneous alignment, where in the SmA phase,
the idealized bookshelf geometry has the molecular (i) Simple phenomenological models based on
director, n, aligned parallel to the cell surfaces and the physical observations;
layer normal, a. However, due to the formation of (ii) Continuum theory based on the symmetry
complicated chevron structures within the bistable SmC structure of the materials;
and SmC* phases, with their associated hairpin and zig- (iii) Models allowing for order parameter variation.
zag defects for this alignment, it is also useful to make

The ® rst approach has been used with some successstudies of homeotropically aligned cells. Here the layers
to model switching in FLC devices. For example, Towlerare taken to be parallel to the cell surfaces, while the
et al. used it to analyse the combined in¯ uences of thedirector n is taken to be perpendicular to them in the
spontaneous polarization and dielectric biaxiality, show-SmA phase.
ing the constraints on material parameters required to
optimize low voltage, time minimum addressing [9].
The second approach has been most comprehensively*Author for correspondence.
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710 N. U. Islam and S. J. Elston

developed by Leslie and co-workers [10]. Their approach
leads to energy density equations with nine terms for
the incompressible SmC case (and many more in the
compressible case); although complete solutions have so
far been found only in a limited number of geometries
[11]. The s̀impler’ versions of these models of FLCs
con® ned within a conventional cell geometry express the
free energy density using a ® xed smectic cone angle
together with terms describing the surface interaction.
This has been extended to include layer compression
by Nakagawa, who has used this approach to model
c̀hevron’ structures in homogeneously aligned SmC
cells [12].

More complex models use terms describing smectic
layer distortion brought about by cone angle variation,
along with in® nite anchoring at the cell surfaces [6, 13].
These form part of the third approach, which has been
developed by Osipov et al. [14], Sluckin and co-workers
[15], and others.

Due to the di� culty of applying the complete Figure 1. The model of homeotropic alignment used. The cell
symmetry-based continuum theory to general situations, is of thickness d and the local director tilt (cone angle)
it is useful to develop simpler è� ective’ theories based on is h. The z coordinate is normal to the cell surfaces,

and the layer structure is assumed to be perpendicular tothe physical properties of materials and devices. These
this. Although this is not always so, the results are notmay not allow complete and rigorous modelling of all
signi® cantly a� ected [14].situations to be performed, but should allow the main

observations to be reproduced and allow useful physical
predictions to be made. In this paper we consider such
a model to describe the statics of homeotropically

Within this geometry we expect the structure thataligned SmC liquid crystals. The model, essentially part
forms to be dominated by two energy density terms:of the third approach, is based on a balance between

competing terms describing the contributions to the (i) A term due to the LdG energy of the liquid crystal
energy density from various interactions that are thought in terms of the order parameter Ð the director tilt
to be present. Here these are taken to be due to elastic angle, h Ð of the SmC phase, arising from variations
continuum theory (ECT) describing the director structure away from its equilibrium value,
within the cell and terms from Landau± de Gennes mean
® eld theory (LdG) describing the contribution due to

f
LdG = Af0 +

a

2
h

2 +
b

4
h

4 +
c

6
h

6B (1)cone angle distortion.

(ii) A term describing the interlayer coupling using a3. Energy density expressions
nematic-like director distortion elastic energy,The geometry being considered is illustrated in

® gure 1. In order to simplify the mathematics, we assume
that the smectic layers remain parallel to the cell surfaces f

dir=
K

2
((= ¯ n)

2 + (= m n)
2
) (2)

and that the director tilt varies solely in the z-direction.
By considering only solutions where the layers remain where K is the elastic constant and a one constant
parallel, we ensure that the requirement = m a = 0 (where approximation to the elasticity has been used. In
a is the layer normal vector) is always satis® ed. The bulk SmC material, the director tilt (or cone) angle
molecular tilt relative to a in the SmC phase generally is determined by the LdG term.
results in a decrease in the layer thickness, which could
either lead to a small layer tilt, d, in order to retain the Near the phase transition, h is small and we can
layer packing density across the cell thickness, or intro- neglect terms of O (h6 ) in the LdG expression. Then we
duce layer dilation stresses. However, in this model we can conveniently re-write it in the form:
neglect these e� ects, e� ectively assuming that either the
layers rearrange in the SmC phase, or that the cell

f
LdG = f ¾0 +

b

4
(h

2 Õ h
2
bulk )

2 (3)
thickness decreases appropriately.
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711Structure of homeotropic SmC in L C cells

which is obtained by minimizing the LdG term when analytic solution (in each half of the cell):
h= hbulk , where hbulk is the equilibrium director tilt angle
within the material, at any given temperature, T , in the h = he tanhCAh

2
e d

2
b

2K B1/2A1

2
+

z

dBDSmC phase. Within a device in the SmC phase, the surface
alignment conditions result in h= he at the cell centre,

= he tanhCAh
2
e b

2K B1/2Ad

2
+ zBD (7)where he is determined by the balance between the LdG

and director distortion terms. Generally he < hbulk , but
away from the SmA to SmC phase transition he$ hbulk , where the parameters are as previously de® ned. The
allowing us to work with the natural (and easily condition for this to be a reasonable solution (i.e. when
observed) he as a parameter. Additionally, substitution he$ hbulk in the centre of the cell) can now be more
of the director n = (Õ sin h, 0, cos h) in equation (2) rigorously de® ned as being:
allows this to be re-written as:

Ah
2
e d

2
b

2K B1/2

&1. (8)
f

dir =
K

2 Aqh

qzB2

. (4)
Under this condition, the solution to equation (5) is

of a boundary layer form. Over much of the cell thickness,
The terms (3) and (4) can then be added together to h is e� ectively at (or near) its bulk equilibrium value, but

form f (h, hz ; z), a simple free energy density for SmC varies rapidly near the surfaces to meet the homeotropic
material in a homeotropically aligned cell. Minimization alignment condition. There are two interesting points to
of f allows us to write a very simple Euler± Lagrange note here:
equation describing the director structure in a SmC cell:

1. The boundary layer solution is independent of cell
thickness, as can be seen from the second form inK hzz +bh(h

2 Õ h
2
bulk )= 0 (5)

equation (7);
where 2. The boundary layer thickness, zbl , is inversely pro-

portional to the equilibrium tilt angle. Setting the
boundary layer thickness as being approximately

hzz =
q2

h

qz
2 . (6)

zbl = z +d / 2 when the operand in equation (7) is
equal to unity, we can write:

Solving this equation, together with the appropriate
boundary conditions (homeotropic surface alignment) zbl $

1

he A2K

b B1/2

(9)
allows us to predict the structure present in a cell. Using
estimates of the constants K and b in equation (5), which leads to the values shown in table 1. It is
allows us to use the solutions to estimate the director worth noting that for the chosen parameters, the
structure expected in real cells. The parameter K is product of zbl and h is 0.0224 mm rad; we will return
associated with distortions in the director structure, to this later.
and we therefore approximate this with a ǹematic-like’

It is interesting to note that this boundary layervalue of K = 10Õ
11 N. This is reasonable as the smectic

solution can also be used to estimate the energy con-layer density wave is relatively weak, and we therefore
tained in the region of distortion. Since the solutionexpect to have signi® cant molecular interdigitation and
comes from a balance between the LdG and directora corresponding nematic-like elastic constant. The b
distortion terms, the energy contained in the terms willterm is, to ® rst order, temperature independent, and we
be of the same order. If in addition we approximate theuse the value measured by Ruan et al. for SCE13R of
solution to a linear variation in the boundary regionb = 4 Ö 104 NmÕ

2 [16] for our example calculations.

Table 1. Examples of boundary layer thicknesses for a
homeotropic SmC cell.4. Solutions

Initially we consider the solution with boundary con-
he /radians zbl /nm

ditions of h= 0 at the surfaces (z = Ô d/ 2 ) and h= he in
the bulk. The former condition assumes strong homeo- 0.2 112

0.1 224tropic anchoring, which we will comment on later. Using
0.05 448the previously stated assumption that he$ hbulk in the
0.02 1118centre of the cell, if we are well below the SmA± SmC 0.01 2236

phase transition temperature, TAC, equation (5) has the
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712 N. U. Islam and S. J. Elston

and h = he elsewhere, we can write: which replaces the previous homeotropic boundary con-
dition. Solving these equations (5) and (12) together,
again numerically, allows the in¯ uence of ® nite surfacefbl = Pbl

K Aqh

qzB2

dz #
K h

2
e

zbl
# h

3
e AK b

2 B1/2

(10)
anchoring to be investigated. This introduces a ® nite
surface tilt, but the functional form of the pro® le is notwhich interestingly is of the same form as that presented
a� ected signi® cantly.by de Gennes and Prost for a bend in a smectic

phase [17].
5. Experimental detailsRather than ® xing the cell centre boundary condition

The experimental set-up is illustrated in ® gure 3. Theas h = he it may be more correct to say that the rate of
set-up consists of incoming s-polarized (transverse electric,change of director tilt is zero here, i.e. dh/dz = 0. In this
TE-mode) light that is incident on the HLGM geometrycase we can obtain numerical solutions to equation (5)
cell formed from a high refractive index coupling prism,which are presented in ® gure 2.
a ferroelectric liquid crystal layer, and a low index ¯ oatThis clearly shows that for large he (i.e. well away
glass substrate. In this set-up there are then a range offrom the SmA to SmC phase transition) the solution is
incident angles in the coupling prism which excite optict̀anh-like’ as shown in equation (7). Also, for small tilt
modes in the liquid crystal layer that are bounded atangles, h, the boundary layer solution breaks down, and
the lower substrate, but not at the upper one. For suchthe variation becomes smoother, with a s̀in-like’ form.
modes the distribution of the electric ® eld within theThis is when the condition represented by equation (8)
liquid crystal layer is generally quite complex, allowingis no longer satis® ed.
the use of the polarization mixing in the re¯ ected lightFinally, while these solutions are mathematically
to act as a sensitive probe of the director pro® le [3, 4].interesting, it is necessary to consider the e� ects of
The incoming light source used is a 15 mW He-Ne laser® nite surface anchoring if predictions for real cells are
(632.8nm), and part of the input beam is split o� toto be made. In order to do this, we introduce a simple
provide a reference that was used to compensate for anyRapini± Popoular-like surface energy expression of the
intensity ¯ uctuations of the laser. The depolarization ofform:
the re¯ ected light into the p-mode (transverse magnetic,
TM-mode) is studied using an analyser with its trans-fsurf =

1

2
a0 sin2

hsurf (11)
mission axis aligned at 90ß relative to the input
polarization and a photo-diode based detector linkedwhere a0 is a surface anchoring coe� cient and hsurf is
to a computer. The data gathered are then divided bythe surface tilt angle. This surface term leads to a surface
the reference signal in order to determine the absolutecondition:
depolarization.

K (hsurf )z Õ a0 sin hsurf cos hsurf = 0 (12) The HLGM cell was assembled using 6mm mylar
strips to provide the necessary spacing. Homeotropic
alignment was brought about by using the standard

Figure 3. The experimental arrangement used. The HLGM
Figure 2. Plots of tilt angle variation for various values of liquid crystal cell is contained in the oven, and the absolute

values of R sp are obtained as a function of incident angle.hbulk . The evolution from a s̀in-like’ form to a t̀anh-like’
boundary layer pro® le with increasing hbulk (decreasing These are corrected for re¯ ections from the prism surfaces,

laser beam intensity drift, etc.temperature) is evident.
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713Structure of homeotropic SmC in L C cells

technique of drag-wiping with lecithin dissolved in 6. Results and modelling

As explained above, the theoretical model is based onmethanol. In addition, during cell fabrication, a pair of
the minimization of a free energy density made up oftransverse electrodes a few mm apart were formed by
contributions due to the LdG and interlayer couplingdepositing silver on the substrate. The cell was then
energies. This minimization leads to a molecular tiltcapillary ® lled with SCE13 in the isotropic (I) phase,
angle h pro® le which varies smoothly between the bulkbefore being cooled into the SmC* phase. Care was
value and that at the cell surfaces. It was seen that fortaken when crossing the SmA to SmC* phase transition
T %TAC these had a t̀anh-like’ form, but for T ~TAC(in order to form a monodomain layer structure), but
they were s̀in-like’. This is problematic when comparingonce in the SmC* phase the device was cooled quite
data and theory, as there is no simple analytic formquickly. Finally, the ® lled cell was placed in the oven,
which encompasses both regimes. Therefore in order towhich was then mounted on a computer-controlled
simplify the data ® tting procedure the boundary layerrotation stage.
h-pro® les were approximated using sin-curves to describeData as a function of incident angle were collected
the variation in those regions, together with a uniformfrom the SmC* and the SmA phases by recording the
tilt, he , in the b̀ulk’ of the cell. Taken together with adepolarization as a function of angle. To create su� ciently
® nite surface pre-tilt, this s̀in-boundary’ scheme provideslarge domains of uniform alignment within the SmC*
a simple analytic form with adequate levels of approxi-phase, a ® eld of * 1kV was applied across the 5mm
mation to the true pro® les over the entire temperature

gap between the transverse silver electrodes, and data range. The resulting approximated h-pro® les were used
were recorded for both positive and negative applied in the optical modelling to generate intensity± incidence
electric ® elds to check for any bias in the system. An angle (R sp ) graphs, using a 4 Ö 4 matrix technique [18].
example of the experimental polarization mixing data A further useful feature of modelling the pro® les with
thus obtained is illustrated in ® gure 4. Depolarization± the s̀in-boundary’ scheme is that it provides a direct
incidence angle (R sp ) curves were obtained for a range of measure of the boundary layer thickness. Away from the
temperatures close to the phase transition temperature, SmA to SmC phase transition, the analytic solution we
TAC. have given in equation (7) is explicitly t̀anh-like’ in

form. For this case, the splicing of s̀in-like’ boundary
layers of equivalent thickness onto an equilibrium value,
he , is an adequate representation of the true solution,
being accurate to within a few % of the true tilt for all
values of the input parameter set. Near the SmA to SmC
phase transition, the s̀in-like’ form of the solution
revealed by numerical modelling is recovered in the use
of the s̀in-boundary’ scheme by allowing the s̀in-like’
layer thickness to tend towards half the cell thickness in
this regime.

As can be seen from the data shown in ® gure 4, there
are a number of distinct regions corresponding to the
critical angles of the system. It should also be noted that
there are certain characteristic features of the R sp curves
that are governed by at most a few parameters each.
Three interesting regions of the R sp curve shown in
® gure 4 are marked I, II, III. Region I corresponds to
Fabry± Perot modes of the system where the incident angle
is less than the critical angle for both the prism± FLC
and the FLC± substrate. As the incident angle is
increased, the FLC± substrate critical angle is exceeded
and region II is entered. This region corresponds to
the half-leaky guided modes (HLGMs), where the cell
behaves as a wave guide with radiation leaking out at

Figure 4. An example of R sp data and the corresponding the FLC± prism interface. Further increase in the incident
® t. The data are the individual points and the ® t is the

angle results in the prism± FLC critical angle (the r̀eal’continuous line. The quality of the ® t is not as good as
critical angle) being exceeded and region III is entered,those in [3, 4, 14, 16, 19, 23] because a strictly limited set

of ® tting parameters was used. where an evanescent ® eld penetrates the FLC boundary
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714 N. U. Islam and S. J. Elston

layer region, zbl . As the incident angle is further increased, but away from this point reaches a value of about
0.03 mm rad, compared with our estimate from previousthis evanescent t̀ail’ falls o� .

The various boundaries between regions allows the parameters of 0.0224 mm rad.
Comparison with the results from other work aredetermination of the refractive indices and hence the

optical permittivities (e) , e
d, etc). This allows iterative most convenient in terms of the coe� cients in equations

(1) and (4). If we note that the leading LdG coe� cientmodelling using the other parameters (although further
perturbations of the permittivities have to be made). can be expressed as a = a(T Õ TAC) and then divide

through by a, the important coe� cients become b /a, c/aHere these parameters are chosen to be the thickness of
the boundary layer, zbl , the cell thickness, d , the director and K /a. These are tabulated, along with the values

found by others, in table 3. The results from this worktilt angle at the surface, hsurf , and the director tilt angle
in the b̀ulk’, he . are shown in the ® rst line of the table, where no value

of c/a is included due to the simplicity of our approach.The original HLGM technique is predicated on the
need to ® t the optical depolarization curves to a very The results from the work of Ruan et al. [16] are

included (where we used K = 10 Õ
11 N to estimate K /a).high degree of accuracy, due to the large number of

parameters in the system. However, as noted above, The results of Yang et al. [19] do not allow an estimate
of K /a as only the values of the LdG coe� cients b andcertain features of the R sp curve are governed by small

subsets of the full range of parameters. For example, the c relative to a are given. The other results given in the
table are those from electroclinic e� ect work [20] andheight of the sharp mode in ® gure 4 is largely dictated

by the s̀trength’ of the boundary layer, and therefore free ® lm work [21]. Clearly the variation in the para-
meters is not wide, although the results from the freehow good the wave guiding is in the bulk of the cell.

Thus it becomes possible to determine the chosen para- ® lm work are very divergent!
meters quantitatively by concentrating on the relevant
features of the R sp data. The resulting ® ts are not of the 7. Discussion and conclusions

Studies of the director pro® le in homeotropically alignedquality presented by [3, 4, 16], but the parameters used
to obtain the ® ts are determined without ambiguity. cells have been made before, but the results appear to

be very inconsistent. Mengnan et al. used guided modeOne of the major motivations behind the work presented
here was the desire to explore the behaviour of the techniques to study the alignment of the BDH material

mix783 on lecithin [22]. In this work boundary layersphysical structures of the system. Therefore, by concen-
trating on various features of the R sp curve we could of around 0.5mm thickness were observed, although the

temperature dependence was not discussed. Howeverextract information about the parameters that were
directly linked to the physical structures (he , hsurf , zbl ) studies by Ruan et al. for the Merck material SCE13R

on lecithin alignment indicated no boundary layer at allrather than directly determining the underlying theoretical
parameters such as the LdG and interlayer coupling [16]. Yang et al. have studied the chiral version of the

same material and found boundary layers of around 20nmconstants.
Taking this approach leads to ® ts of the form illustrated thickness when using no surface alignment material

[19], in which case the anchoring is expected to be veryin ® gure 4, where adjustments to the parameters (® tting)
has been done manually. Extracting the information weak. Thus there is apparently considerable variation in
about the director tilt and the boundary layer thickness
from this ® tting procedure yields the results shown in

Table 3. Experimentally obtained values of b /a, c /a, and K /atable 2. In this the phase transition temperature is 59.6ß C,
(K = K ¾ (Dz)2 ).so there is no boundary layer or tilt information at this

point. The product of zbl and h for each temperature Material b /a/K c /a/K K /a/m2 K Ö 10Õ
15

is also shown. This diverges near the phase transition,
SCE13 150 Ð 65
SCE13a 241 Ð 60Table 2. Fitted parameter values for the homeotropic SCE13
SCE13b 95 500 Ðcell.
SCE13c 56.6 502.2 61.2
SCE13d 59 240 0.28T / ß C zbl /mm he / ß zbl Ö he /mm rad
SCE13d 27 133 0.85

59.6 Ð Ð Ð a From [16], values obtained using the half-leaky guided59.4 1.90 1.20 0.040
mode (HLGM) technique, K /a obtained by estimating59.2 1.20 1.60 0.034
K = 10Õ

11 N.59.0 0.40 3.35 0.023 b From [19], values obtained using the HLGM technique.58.4 0.33 4.95 0.029 c From [20], values obtained using the electroclinic e� ect.57.5 0.23 6.45 0.026 d From [21], values obtained using free ® lm studies.
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715Structure of homeotropic SmC in L C cells

the observed results, even with very similar materials, ranges may therefore be a further source of apparent
contradictions.and the situation needs to be clari® ed.

Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the In summary we have presented a simple theory for
the director pro® le in a homeotropically aligned SmCboundary layers, zbl , needs to be clari® ed. Osipov et al.

[14] presented an analysis of homeotropically aligned liquid crystal cell. This is based on the balance between
the Landau energy term for tilt angle, h, variation andliquid crystal cells in which the h-pro® les they measured

showed boundary layer thicknesses, zbl , decreasing an elastic energy director distortion term. An analytic
solution was obtained for simple boundary conditionswith decreasing temperature. This enabled them to

measure, in e� ect, the ratio of the coe� cient of elasticity, which indicated that a boundary layer of tilt variation
would be present whose temperature dependant thicknessK , to the LdG coe� cient a. Estimating the phase

transition temperature in their work allows the K /a varies inversely with equilibrium tilt angle.
The results from our experiments have indicated theratio to be approximated for the material SCE8 as

K /a# 120 Ö 10Õ
15 m2 K. Their analysis also included presence of a ® nite, temperature dependent boundary

layer near the surface. Further, results also showed thatthe e� ect of tilted smectic layers within the SmC* phase,
but this does not signi® cantly a� ect the result. Recently, the behaviour of the thickness of this boundary layer

with temperature and tilt angle is consistent with theMazzulla and Sambles [23] studied the homeotropic
alignment within an SCE13 ® lled HLGM cell. They theory presented. This is not directly consistent with

previous results [16, 19, 23], which are also apparentlyanalysed the experimental pro® les obtained in terms of
a theoretical model put forward by McKay and Leslie not consistent with each other. However if the results of

[16] are combined with a typical elasticity value, then[24] which incorporates layer compression explicitly.
This allowed them to ® t experimental data, yielding they are consistent with ours. It appears therefore that
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